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Welcome.
With the summer done and dusted
and the kids back at school, it must
be Christmas soon.
Ok, so it’s still a while until the 25th of December
but before you know it we’ll all be Googling
‘leaked’ footage of John Lewis’s 2016 Christmas
campaign and yet again asking; why hasn’t
anyone made a really good Christmas song for so
long?

(Avoid currency transaction fees)

But for online retailers and marketplace sellers,
Christmas really does start now and that’s why
we’ve asked a range of experts and World First
partners for their top tips to make hay at what
is the most crucial phase of the retail calendar.
And if there’s one thing to take away from our
Christmas issue, it’s that preparation and planning
are the keys to a successful Christmas.
Inside we’ll hear from industry experts at
Temando, Volo, ManoMano and Lengow as well
as World First’s very own experts too. Our goal
is to help you find the tip or the insight to have a
fantastic and successful Christmas season.
We hope you find inspiration here.
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Don’t leave your
customers out in the
cold this Christmas
Christmas is fun but, for e-commerce merchants, it
can be a stressful time too. With the rise of online
shopping, retailers are faced with a new set of
challenges to meet the growing demands of online
shoppers. Rob Gibson of Temando outlines 3 online
retail pains to freeze out this year.
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The silly season will soon be upon us and retailers of all sizes are gearing up for
their busiest period of the year. With the goal to sell more over the holidays, ask
yourself this: is your e-commerce business equipped to provide a memorable
post-purchase customer experience that will have them coming back for more?
While brick-and-mortar store sales over the 2015 holiday season dropped by 10%, online shopping grew by
14.3%1. The online channel now accounts for about 8% of total retail sales2. This digital trend places a growing
focus on shipping and fulfilment and, if processes are not executed well over the busy holidays, these can
reflect very poorly on retailers. With new customer acquisition costing seven times as much as retention3, failing
on fulfilment does not only degenerate customer loyalty, it costs money, time, and resources.
We recently polled 208 UK retailers to find out the issues they grapple with over the holidays. 78% of retailers
said that they weren’t meeting all customer demands for multiple shipping options and 75% weren’t entirely sure
that their returns process can meet demand. These are worrying statistics.

1

My customers demand
constant updates on their
Christmas deliveries

Almost nothing comes close to the stress of not getting
Christmas orders delivered on time, and with the likes
of FedEx acknowledging that they were unable to cope
with e-commerce holiday deliveries last year, retailers
and shoppers are feeling anxious as the year end
approaches. Keep stress at bay by providing visibility to
your customers with a tracking portal and personalised
updates on SMS, text or email - and free up time for your
customer service team to deal with larger issues.

2

I’m confused about the
best shipping options to
offer seasonal shoppers

It’s fair to say that shipping is a loss leader in many
e-commerce operations, so the question is how do you
mitigate these losses? Setting up your system to handle
multiple shipping options prior to the holidays, including
express shipping that customers pay a premium for,
will be very handy both for you and your last-minute
shopper. Catering to the needs of your customer during
this unique time of the year will increase conversions,
plus it gives you the flexibility to spread high volume
orders across multiple carriers if needed.

3

I can’t process all
these post-holiday
returns in time

With a third of online purchases returned
post-holiday, the work involved in processing
returns is monumental. Enabling customers to
self-serve their returns through a dedicated
portal will help reduce the steps required to
complete the task, and create a consistent
process which boosts customer satisfaction
and operational efficiency.

By addressing these challenges, retailers
give themselves the opportunity to increase
customer loyalty at a time where it’s needed
the most: the stress-inducing environment of
year-end seasonal holidays. So don’t wait until
the last-minute to make improvements to your
shipping and fulfilment, and be in a position
to pop the champagne with your team by the
time Christmas comes around.

Rob Gibson is Channel Partner
Manager at Temando.
Website: temando.com
Twitter: @RobertGibsonUK
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www.practicalecommerce.com
www.strategyand.pwc.com
www.emarketer.com
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China and the growing
internationalisation of
the Yuan

The growth of the Chinese economy over the past two decades is unprecedented in modern
economic history. The rise of the Chinese consumer and the increasingly ‘open’ signs from the
largest economy in Asia has led to a breaking down of borders between the Far East and the
western world. Historically, the controlled and restricted FX market in China made payments
in Chinese yuan (CNY) particularly difficult. However, the decision from the powers-that-be
to liberalise the way in which China interacts with countries across the world is opening up
the possibility of cross-border CNY payments. This has already begun saving time, effort and
money on both the sending and receiving sides of the transaction.

USD/CNY

Source: European Central Bank

China is the largest e-commerce market in the
world with sales forecast to hit $1 trillion dollars
by 2018. Edd Hardy of World First looks at
what an increasingly open FX market could
mean for online sellers with one eye on China.
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“As the Chinese authorities become more
comfortable with the global marketplace,
they’ve begun to loosen the rules and
restrictions around CNY trading and
opened the number of currencies with

which the CNY is directly convertible.”
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What does this mean
for international payments?
Where firms were previously forced to pay their Chinese suppliers in US dollars
regardless of whether they were based in Amsterdam, London or Bangkok, the
opening up of the Chinese FX markets now allows firms from the Eurozone to the
UK to Thailand to directly purchase CNY to make international payments. This
allows corporates the world over to benefit from cheaper, faster and more efficient
transactions when making payments overseas.

Chinese Renminbi: The past
Until 2005, China’s yuan was pegged to the US dollar (USD), meaning the
Chinese central bank intervened in the FX market to ensure a stable and
unchanging exchange rate with the United States. As such, countries looking
to trade with China would be more sensitive to fluctuations in the US dollar as
opposed to any rates that reflected China directly. As the Chinese economy
grew, this exchange rate transitioned from being fully centrally planned to
partially managed, as the CNY was permitted to fluctuate against the USD
by a narrow margin in order to more accurately reflect the currency’s value.
This narrow margin has been gradually widened in recent years and now
stands at +/- 2% against the USD on a daily basis. This means that the USDCNY exchange can only rise or fall by up to 2% on any given day.

Chinese Renminbi: The future
Over the past two years, the USD-CNY rate has risen by just over
8.5%. This reflects two of the largest global macroeconomic shifts
observed in the world economy after the financial crisis: that of a
recovering US economy and China’s shift to a slower, but more
sustainable rate of economic growth. As the Chinese authorities
become more comfortable with the global marketplace, they’ve
begun to loosen the rules and restrictions around CNY trading and
opened the number of currencies with which the CNY is directly
convertible. It’s expected this trend will continue, with more minor
currencies being added to the list that was formerly populated by
just the US dollar and few others.

For businesses and e-tailers selling to Chinese customers, getting sales revenue
in CNY back to your native currency can be a more difficult process. To take
advantage of the growing consumer base in China, firms will need to utilise
providers like Alipay who now allow online sellers to integrate its payment system
on their website. Alipay is mandatory for all Alibaba owned marketplaces like
Tmall.com so online sellers looking to have a presence in China will probably need
to get to grips with what is now one of the world’s largest payment platforms.
Whilst Alipay’s market share in the region is enormous, there are other providers
like Tenpay and Union Pay that e-tailers should consider to support a combination
of payment methods. The ultimate combination is Alipay and an online bank, like
Union Pay so as to reach customers who don’t have Alipay accounts.

Edd Hardy is a Market Analyst at
World First.
Website: worldfirst.com
Twitter: @EJRH

5 Festive Ideas to
Optimise your Online Sales
Christmas may seem like a long way off for most people, but for retailers it
is never too early to start preparing for peak season. Nenad Cetkovic of
Lengow outlines 5 tips to make your Christmas a cracker.

3. A time for giving
With 81% of shoppers actively searching for discounts7, it is time to find
a solution which will automate the sales period for you; all you need to do is
predetermine the items you want to include and when you want discounts to
start and end. With the system in place well in advance, you will no longer
have the headache of manually keeping an eye on stock. With 3 for 2 offers
and well-timed discounts, customers will not only be buying more than they
originally intended to purchase, but it will also ensure regular web traffic.

4. Make sure Santa’s
sleigh arrives on time

According to Internet Retailing4, we can expect a 20% year-on-year increase in holiday online sales.
So, to make sure you’re ready, here are five ideas to make sure your online store is optimised to take
advantage of the ever increasing opportunities the festive season brings.

There are three golden rules of delivery to keep in mind ahead of the peak.
Firstly, offering free deliveries will improve basket abandonment rates
by 12% with up to 8% more items added8. Second, make things easy for
your customers. Make sure you can offer them express delivery right up
until Christmas Eve, with multiple collection point options for those who’ve
left purchases to the last minute, or who can’t be home to sign for important
packages. Finally, anticipate returns and have a good system in place to
ensure the smooth running of your stock and customer satisfaction.

1. The most sociable
time of the year
With more than 1.65 billion monthly active users, Facebook is still the
#1 social network. With 46% of its members logging in while they shop
and enough data on each person to allow for highly-targeted advertising, it
is not hard to see how the social network represents 64% of global social
platform turnover5. If you are not currently using Facebook Dynamic Ads,
perhaps it is time to sprinkle social into your sales strategy.

2. Searching for stocking fillers
With 60% of consumers starting their shop on a search engine6
before heading to an online store, it might be worth investing in Adwords
campaigns, sponsored links and retargeting, to make sure your online store
is one of the first customers are drawn to. Now would be a good time to
ensure your SEO is flawless and your product listings perfectly describe the
items you have in store.
As most people are shopping for others during the holiday season, clearly
categorised stock (i.e. “for him”, “for her”, etc.) is a great way to cut down
the time frustrated shoppers need to spend searching for gifts. Instead offer
them ideas, optimising their experience in your store and improving the
chances of them making a purchase.

5. Deck the store
with boughs of holly
Make your online shop look amazing! Use red, gold, glitter and lots of
festive imagination to get people in the mood for a spot of Christmas
shopping. That said, take care not to go over the top and make sure your
decorations don’t impact the loading time of your website. On average,
people are only prepared to wait 2 seconds for a site to load9!

Nenad Cetkovic is COO at Lengow.
Website: lengow.com
Twitter: @nenadcetkovic

https://www.internetretailer.com/2015/12/28/holiday-e-commerce-sales-surge-20
http://www.blogdumoderateur.com/chiffres-facebook/
www.retailingtoday.com
7
www.blog.moov-up.fr/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Xmas-Pitch-deck-2015-SMB-Learn-for-Partners.pdf
8
http://rejoiner.com/resources/free-shipping-online-retail-sales/
9
http://www.seomix.fr/temps-chargement
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Here are three top-tips for increasing sales and
boosting profits over the Christmas period.
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According to a study by
Linkdex, in the UK between
August and September
2015 there were already 8.5
million monthly searches
for Christmas related items.

Preparation

is key this Christmas
Christina Cooper of ManoMano
has 3 top tips to help you boost
profits this Christmas.

Tip 1:

Christmas starts in September
It may seem early but preparing for Christmas well in advance will have a huge impact on your sales
potential during the holiday season. Believe it or not, people begin searching for Christmas on Google
in summer! According to a study by Linkdex, in the UK between August and September 2015 there are
8.5 million monthly searches for Christmas related items. Moreover, the increase in Google searches
corresponds to the growth in sales, with as many as 20% of consumers starting their Christmas shopping
in September.
The early start in Christmas shopping has a direct effect on retailers and demonstrates the need to begin
communicating well in advance of the 25th December. In a recent survey, ChannelAdvisor found that
42% of retailers start their Christmas push in September and a further 20 percent hope to begin their
promotions in August or sooner. As witnessed in the run up to Christmas 2015, Selfridges’ flagship store in
London started their Christmas marketing activities on 3rd August, a whole month earlier than their usual
September open date. So get ahead of the game during this competitive time of the year and let your
clients know that you’re responding to their requests for products relating to the Christmas season.

Tip 3:

Source and deliver internationally
for better margins
You could significantly increase your margins by sourcing products from abroad. Markets
cater to the buying power of their consumers, so prices can differ greatly between countries.
ManoMano, for example, looks to keep prices low for clients while at the same time increasing
their margins by sourcing internationally. Through working with leaders in different fields
across the world, you can ensure very competitive prices when reselling.
Furthermore, in light of Brexit, there has been an upsurge in international conversion.
Take advantage of this increase in visitors and international buying power by offering free
international delivery over the Christmas period to see your sales skyrocket.

Christina Cooper is a Brand Manager
at ManoMano UK.

Tip 2:

Website: manomano.co.uk
Twitter: @ManoMano_UK

Create a sense of urgency
The basis of practically every conversion rate optimisation strategy is the following: for
urgency to be an effective tactic, you should improve your value proposition, increase
clarity and relevance of your offer and reduce distraction. With Christmas promotions,
it should be fairly simple to achieve the above. Next comes the “urgency”, a form
of persuasion that creates a sense of anxiety within the buyer, making them feel as
though they will lose out if they do not act immediately.
Urgency offers can be linked to both time and scarcity/availability. Modifying your
copy and adding buttons and countdowns – when a discount is ending soon or
inventory on an item is running low – will create an increased desire to buy the
product immediately. ManoMano typically applies the urgency countdown tactic in
their advertising to successfully increase sales.
References:

https://www.linkdex.com/en-us/resources/share-of-search-report-christmas-2015-uk/
http://www.channeladvisor.co.uk/channeladvisor-study-finds-86-percent-retailers-expect-2014-online-christmas-sales-increase/
http://www.summit.co.uk/its-beginning-to-look-a-lot-like-christmas-when-does-retail-peak-begin/
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Making a list and
checking it twice…
As we approach the Christmas season, it’s time to start
perfecting your listings for the busiest trading period of the
year. Jess Looke from Volo outlines five ways to improve
marketplace listings.

Listing items seems pretty
easy, but when you’re active
on several channels and
various marketplaces and
you have to meet numerous
different criteria for each of
them, things can get messy
quickly. Listing quality is core
to your business’ success
and its potential for growth,
so we’ve developed some
best practices that will help
you enhance the quality of
your listings.

Help your customers
find what they’re
looking for

Make your listings
look good on
all devices

Different marketplaces have different
character length requirements for listing
titles, so use the full length available and put
the key words at the beginning of the title.
To identify relevant keywords use Google’s
Keyword tool, Terapeak, or a similar tool, ION
Toolbox, is also useful for when checking your
listing quality.
Customers want to find the product they’re
looking for without trawling through endless
listings so always select product categories
and sub-categories that best match your item.

eBay states that over 50% of sales across its
platform now touch mobile at some point. In
2014 the total sales registered through its app
clocked up over $28bn. When presented with
these numbers, it’s hard to ignore the importance
of mobile optimisation. Different marketplaces
display different information on mobiles and
apps, so familiarise yourself with the mobile
experience of each of your marketplaces. For
example, when browsing eBay on mobile, the full
item description is hidden and instead images,
title and item specifics are pushed to the forefront
– so focus on these elements of your listing.

Organise your data
for product standout

Boost visibility in a
crowded market

Chances are you’re replicating the inventory
information provided by your suppliers, which
is less than perfect. Optimise this data and
ensure it’s accurate, consistent and stands
out against your competitors.

The majority of marketplaces use item-level
sales history to rank products, so if one of your
items sells extremely well marketplaces identify
it as relevant to users’ search – pushing it up
the search results list to boost its visibility. Why
not optimise your rankings further by combining
related items into a variation listing? Each site
increases your score on your variation listing,
rather than diluting the scores over multiple
individual listings. Today, customers expect
a better buying experience, so incorporate
drop downs and filters to better structure your
listings. Take note that search on eBay is ranked
on historical conversion rates, so use its relist
function to preserve your conversion history.

Duplicate information can be damaging to
your business. Google factors marketplace
behaviour and traffic into its search
algorithm, so using identical information on all
marketplaces can hurt your web traffic.

Increase sales
conversions with
great visuals
Don’t underestimate the importance of
pictures on listing performance – the more
high-quality images you have, the better your
sales conversions. It’s best to use about 4-5
images for each SKU (Stock Keeping Unit)
to increase buyer confidence. According to
eBay, providing more images increases sale
conversion rates by up to 7%.

Jessica Looke is Marketing
Executive at Volo Commerce.
Website: volocommerce.com
Twitter: @VoloCommerce
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Why cross-border
online sellers should
be preparing for
Christmas now!
It’s never too early to begin
preparing your business for
what is often the busiest season
of the year: Christmas. With the
help of our EMEA Ecommerce
Manager Craig Agutter, we’ve
pulled together a list of tips and
recommendations to help prepare
you for overseas selling this year.

GBP is trading at its
lowest levels in decades
– and further pain could
be in store for the pound
ahead of Christmas
Despite markets finally having the
certainty of the referendum result,
it appears the UK public now know
less than ever about the future of the
UK’s economic standing and political
establishment.
The next playmakers for UK markets will
likely be the Bank of England (BoE). With
many indicators pointing at a near-term
recession for the UK, the response from
Mark Carney and the Bank of England
could stoke further currency volatility in
the coming months. Markets are now
pricing in a 25bps interest rate cut from
the BoE at this August’s meeting, which
will likely keep Sterling under pressure
for at least the next few months and the
lead up to December 25th.

For UK sellers, profitability
when selling overseas has
never had this much potential
For UK-based sellers that are marketing their
products abroad or those taking their first steps
toward exporting, the exchange rate for selling
into Europe and the US is better now than
it’s been for years. As Sterling remains weak,
this allows your business to price your goods
competitively in foreign currencies and all while
maintaining (or even increasing) your profit
margins at home. This allows you to target a wider
customer base overseas without being forced to
compromise on quality.

Amazon US’s FBA fee structure
encourages you to start early
The festive season is not just the busiest period
of the year for merchants and consumer, but for
the marketplaces too. Amazon US’s popular FBA
system has been optimised to make the most of
its warehouse capacity and also to incentivise the
correct stockholding procedures among their third
party merchants:
•
•

Storage fees for October will be reduced to
incentivise sellers to get their products in early
Storage fees for November and December will
be increased to prevent merchants holding
products that are less likely to sell

User reviews have never held so
much sway – get your house in
order before the rush begins
Edelman’s 2016 Trust Barometer had one
overriding message: reviews matter, and they
matter a lot. According to their research, 48% of
consumers will refuse to purchase products from
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a company they don’t trust with 68%
of consumers going out of their way to
purchase products from a trusted brand
despite higher prices. One of the best
ways to get this trust message through to
your customers is via 3rd party reviews
on marketplaces.
Review communities can help you
get a leg up here, where you’ll send
discounted products to their users in
exchange for a fair and balanced review
on your chosen marketplace.

Paying your suppliers
overseas has never been
easier – but make sure you
keep an eye on your costs
When selling overseas, it’s never as
simple as maintaining the relationship
between the buyer, the seller and the
marketplace. For those who not only sell
overseas, but also source their goods
from abroad, your sources of foreign
exchange exposure have effectively
doubled. Using a specialist FX provider
is one way to keep these costs down
through avoiding high payment fees,
poor exchange rates and ensuring
your payments are dealt with quickly,
transparently and with greater control.

Craig Agutter is E-commerce
Manager at World First.
Website: worldfirst.com
Twitter: @WorldFirstUK

(Trust a genuine currency expert)

To get a better currency deal when selling
on international online marketplaces, speak
to one of our e-commerce experts.
Call 020 3432 3612 or visit worldfirst.com

World First is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.

